
Complaint received by FPA

FPA Investigating Officer 
(IO) commences Preliminary 

Enquiries
(Part 3 of Disciplinary Regs)

Within 30 days of deciding 
complaint involves a Breach, 
send notice of complaint to 
Member, seeking response

FPA investigates complaint, 
then IO issues report on the 
complaint to CRC Chair (Pt 

5 of Disciplinary Regs) - IO’s 
report also goes to Member

Is the alleged conduct capable 
of amounting to a Breach of any 
Code, Regulation or FPA policy?

CRC Chair directs FPA to 
commence proceedings 

against Member. Notice of 
Disciplinary Proceedings 
issued to Member by FPA

CRC Chair may make 
directions, or directions 

hearing may be requested by 
the Member of the FPA

Hearing on Complaint is 
held, either with Member in 

attendance,  
or ex parte

CRC Panel makes 
Determination on the 

Complaint, and prepares 
statement of reasons. Member 

is notified of the CRC’s 
determination

CRC Panel determines 
appropriate Sanction(s) for 

each Breach

Outcome of the Disciplinary 
Proceedings and Sanctions 
is published if no review is 

sought within 21 days

Disciplinary Panel process
completed

Complaint is dismissed 
by the FPA

CRC Chair may consent to 
IO liaison with Member to 
explore summary disposal 

of some or all Breaches 
under section 7.3

Is the Breach an 
instance of MIUC?

Should the Breach be 
otherwise summarily 

disposed of?

Determination 
to dispose of 
Breach(es) 

and Sanctions 
published

Determination 
of MIUC* 

made by CRC 
Chair

Summary disposal of 
proceedings by CRC Chair

Are there any further Breaches 
to consider?

Is the complaint 
suitable for summary 

dismissal under 
Section 3.5?

Is the complaint 
suitable for summary 

dismissal under 
Section 6.2?

Complaint is dismissed by 
the CRC Chair
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For the purposes of this 
diagram, it is assumed that 
the complaint is in writing, 
and that it is made within 
3 years of the conduct 
complained of occurring.

COMPLAINTS
PROCESS

* MIUC: Minor Instance of
Unsatisfactory Conduct


